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Abstract—Text representation has a critical impact on the
accuracy of text classifiers which is imperative to be strengthened.
On the other hand, the question of how the state-of-the-art
embeddings outperform previous approaches cannot be well
explained. To advance text representation and better understand
the internal mechanism, we propose a novel end-to-end
framework named Ensemble Framework for Text Embedding
(EFTE), which weightedly combines diverse embeddings and
simultaneously represents sentences’ and tokens’ features in a
more reasonable way. According to the experimental results in
sentiment classification, our proposed embedding apparently
improves the effectiveness compared to six single embeddings.
Moreover, the importance of each embedding in terms of EFTE
integration and how different embeddings influence the results by
classification are discussed.
Keywords— text representation, ensemble, sentiment analysis

I. INTRODUCTION
Text representation is highly influential to the performance
of text classification. Those representation algorithms can be
classified into three categories: Vector Space Model (VSM),
Theme Model (TM) and Neural Network Model (NNM).
According to [1], in NNM, a representation based on simple
neural network outperforms all of the VSM and TM based
approaches. Especially, a novel self-attentive structure [2] in
NNM is growing rapidly and shows the best capabilities in
feature extraction through numerous real-world tasks [3-5].
Apparently, single embedding is impossible to vectorize all
the features from the text. A common approach is to concatenate
two embeddings, as it is shown by equation (1), where ℎ and ℎ
are two types of embeddings.
= ℎ ⊕ ℎ = {ℎ , ℎ , … , ℎ , ℎ , ℎ , … , ℎ }

(1)

However, a token may be plausible in original algorithm but
unable to be featured in their combination. For example, by one
type embedding, a token “bank” can be represented as a “river
levee”, by another type of embedding as a “financial
organization”, both two embeddings are informative in
separated but unfeatured in their combination. Moreover, the
weights of each token should be normalized since multiple
embeddings are in different value scales. To the best of our
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knowledge, there is no such good ensemble approach aiming at
representations.
Several drawbacks appear when we try to find the best
possible integration. Firstly, it is hard to deal with the level-gap.
As it is highlighted by [6], texts comprise both sentence-level
and tokens-level representations which respectively embeds in
non-unified dimensional tensors. Secondly, it is problematic to
assemble with irregular dimensions. Each model have unique
standards on feature scope so it is impossible to align with each
other. Thirdly, it is tedious to leverage the weights in unequal
embeddings, as it is emphasized by [7], sentence embedding is
more comprehensive than tokens. Similarly, it is irrational to put
BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers) [8] and ELMO (Embeddings from Language
Model) [9] embeddings on an equal place. Thus, a novel
structure is required to enable us to make individual embeddings
working tendentiously.
Motivated by the line of fusion structure in many successful
cases, we propose a novel ensemble framework to address these
problems in this paper, namely Ensemble Framework for Text
Embedding (EFTE). EFTE does not merely rely on given
embeddings but is a general framework for diverse levels and
types of embeddings. In this paper, EFTE is applied for
Norwegian review classification. This is because Natural
Language Processing (NLP) studies in Norwegian are
insufficient. In particular, few sentiment analysis efforts have
been put into Norwegian language. Practically, this method is
applicable to any language.
BERT and ELMO show good advantages as backbone. First
of all, BERT can well represent synonyms and polysemy and
shows the state-of-the-art performance in classification [8].
Secondly, it has shown to be efficient in more than a hundred of
languages [10]. In addition, ELMO is more capable to represent
contextual semantics in time series [9] which has been
successfully applied for emotional perceptron in Norwegian
language [11]. Intuitively, the ensemble of BERT and ELMO
can supplement information to each other and improve the final
performance in classification.
In this paper, results of six simple Norwegian language
embeddings are analyzed and compared with EFTE. Besides,

the importance of each embedding in terms of EFTE integration
and how different embeddings influence the results by
classification are discussed. Our contributions are summarized
as follows:
• We design a novel ensemble structure called EFTE. It
solve the problem of embeddings with non-aligned
dimensions and automatically achieves the ensemble
from diverse embedding.
• We make a series of experiments on Norwegian Review
Corpus. The results show our mixture embedding
outperforms other six single Norwegian embeddings.
• We evaluate the parameters in EFTE to measure the
importance in separated embedding. We also force the
weights distribution changes and discuss the influence of
each embedding on results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
investigate the recent developments of embeddings and
ensembles. Section III presents the proposed structure and
configuration of EFTE; reviewing of fusion operations in (A);
the essential principle, route, and some questions solved in
EFTE in (B); detailed description of how each layer works in
EFTE in (C), and finally training methods of EFTE network are
given in (D). Section IV presents the experiments on NoReC
including data preprocessing, metrics, baseline models and
results. Concluding remarks and discussions are given in Section
V.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Embedding
Text embedding is defined as a mapping from text to
vectorization. The seminal embedding derive from Vector Space
Model (VSM), each component corresponds to a word term,
which is equivalent to representing text as a point in space. Text
vector can not only be used to train classifiers, but also calculate
the similarity between texts. Recently, a few works still focus on
VSM, such as [12] and [13] that advanced the term frequency
inversed document frequency (TF-IDF) algorithms by domain
knowledge.

models are therefore proposed such as CNN [19], RNN
embedding [20] and its variants including LSTM [21-22] and
GRU [23-24] embeddings. ELMO is one of the best embeddings
which encompasses two bi-LSTM layers for contextualize
information. It is easy to be integrated to existing models, which
significantly improved the results in 6 NLP problems [9].
Google in 2017 proposed a novel structure named Transformer
[2] with multiple self-attentive layers for sequence-to-sequence
applications, which is suitable for text representation. With the
multiple self-attentive layers, the pre-trained model is possible
to be fine-tuned with an additional output layer to significantly
improve the performance in many applications [8].
B. Ensemble structure
The essence of ensemble is based on the fusion structure in
neural network [25]. Seq2seq model with attention mechanism
makes the model automatically focus on concrete utterance from
text [26]. They ingeniously create an attention distribution and
combine it with encoder to choose different segments from each
time step during training. Attention makes decoder understand
which portion is important and should be concentrated.
Followed by attention, many dynamic networks are designed,
where the ground-truth is joint after feature extraction. For
example, [27] has successfully equipped text summarization
with the previous words by pointer-generator attention. [28]
presented a new structure named “Hopping” to repeatedly train,
calculate attention and add it into encoder.
Ensemble structure also associates with some applications.
To name a few, [29] has successfully united emotion
embedding, semantics embedding, and randomly initialized
embedding to create a chat system, which generates human-like
emotional responses. [30] has combined available multimodal
cues from videos for the cross-modal video-text retrieval task.
[31] has mixed LDA and GRU-CNN text representation for
sentiment classification.
In this paper, we thoroughly study several fusion structures
in aforementioned neural network and put a new integrated
embedding for classification.
III. ALGORITHMS

Researchers have tried to interpret text from the perspective
of probability generation, i.e. Theme Model (TM). In this
representation, each dimension stands for a "topic" formed as a
group of word clustering. Here, the semantics are represented by
each dimension which contains one perspective of explanatory
information. Followed by Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
many variants are developed. For instance, [14] used TF-IDF
and LDA to enhance expert and intelligent systems based on
similar words, especially when there is a scarcity of labeled
texts. [15] employed both document-level and segment-level
specific topic distributions to capture fine-grained differences in
topic assignments. Their model also combines other empirical
LDA-based models and shows the outcomes in 6 public datasets.

A. Preliminary operation in fusion
Current evidences support that fusion methods do not
follow a fixed rule. For clearness, here we list the most common
equations used in fusion neural network:

Neural Network Model (NNM) has developed rapidly over
the last several years and has exceeded most statistical models.
NNM came from Word2Vec [16] by Mikolov, and then further
developed in Doc2Vec [17] and fastText [18]. However, basic
NN is insufficient to produce embeddings. Many complex

Where
is a merged tensor, ℎ and ℎ represent two
different tensors in hidden layer, ∘ is element-wise
multiplication,
is trainable weight.
(·,·) denote a neural
network with same dimensional output with ℎ and ℎ . The
outcomes of equation (2) is applied in residual neural network
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When the merged output is a scalar, such as a weight or
probability, the calculation are:
=ℎ·ℎ
=
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Scalar in equation (9) is also known as cosine similarity
which is used as weighting coefficient in attention [26].
B. Overview and definitions

• IT1 ← T1 ░ T1. This model integrates tokens T1 to IT1.
• IM1 ← IT1 ░ S1. This model is fed with IT1, S1 and yields
IM1.
• ELMO Layer. This model yields S2.
• DR Layer. This layer is used for dimensional reduction
which compresses dimension of S2 to the same of IM1.
• EFTE Embedding ← IM1 ░ S2. IM1, S2, IT1 have been
in same level so that we straightforwardly apply the
structure of IT1-S1 layer to obtain EFTE embedding.
C. Detailed operations
a) BERT: We use BERT embedding as backbone. Given
sentence , tokens embedding {ℎ , ℎ , … , ℎ } is calculated
by the pretrained Norwegian language model released by [10].
Tokens in Norwegian are exemplified as follows:
Origin Text

toppen innen drama akkurat na !
(top in drama right now !)

Tokens

[CLS] toppen innen drama ak ##kura ##t na ! [SEP]

where [CLS] denotes starting token and presents sentence level
embedding, defined as ℎ = ℎ . Semantical embedding ℎ =
{ℎ , … , ℎ } come from “toppen” to “!”.
In literature, sentence level embedding ℎ is used for
classification. In EFTE, ℎ is also considered to supplement
tokens-level information.
Fig. 1. Structure of EFTE network

Our task, here, is to perceive the emotion in a production
review corpus. That is, given an input sentence with its
corresponding emotion , EFTE output prediction ̂ . The
integrated embedding = { , , … , } can be obtained by
the hidden layer after training.

b) T1 ░ T1 Layer: This model feeds tokens ℎ to output
integration ℎ . As it is shown in Fig. 2, the darker triangle is,
the more weight corresponds in token.

EFTE as a general framework is explained in Fig. 1. Method
1 yield text embedding at first. Tokens (T1) are formed as
Integration (IT1) and then combines Sentence (S1) to be IM1
(Integrated embedding by Method 1). Subsequently, Method 2
produces Sentence (S2) and feeds S2 to Dimensional Reduction
(DR) layer which compresses S2 to match the dimension of IM1.
In this way, IT1, S2 and IM1 are normalized to an identical
dimension. Finally, EFTE embedding is received by the same
fusion structure of IT1 and S1.
Hence, multiple embeddings complement with each other
and guarantee the outcome of classification. Such embedding
obviously contains more information compared to those
obtained based on either BERT or ELMO from tokens and
sentences. The weights in T1-T1, IT1-S1 and EFTE Embedding
layer can also be manually controlled or monitored for analysis.
The essential components of EFTE are listed below:
• BERT Layer. This model yields T1 and S1.

Fig. 2. T1 ░ T1 Layer

Self-attentive layer derived from [34]. In this paper, we refer
to their works but simply adopt a spectrum of feedforward
networks to preserve the features from BERT, each network
output a scalar. The integration ℎ is calculated by equation
(10) and (11).
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where each token ℎ is limited by controlling matrix
and
are trainable parameters.

.

c) IT1 ░ S1 Layer: Integrated token ℎ and sentence ℎ
produce ℎ by this layer (depicted in Fig. 3). ℎ is computed by
equation (12).
Fig. 4. IM1 ░ S2 Layer

controls the weight for each type of

where the parameter
embedding.

Fig. 3. IT1 ░ S1 Layer
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is a controlling parameter to balance token and
where
sentence embeddings.
function is used to normalize each
input.
d) ELMO: On the other route, sentence is embeded by
ELMO and generate ℎ , the calculations are concluded in
equation (13-15)
=
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is a character-based CNN for raw word vector,
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-

e) DR Layer: However, ℎ by ELMO is not in a same
feature scope with BERT, dimension alignment is prerequisites
before embedding ensemble. In general, the solution of
inconsistent dimension is commonly conducted by padding and
truncating. [35] described a Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) neural network which has been successfully used in
recent applications [36-37]. Thus, we apply PCA for dimension
reduction ℎ →ℎ i.e.
(ℎ ) =
(ℎ ).
Here, a batch normalization is used after dimension
reduction. As it is mentioned in [9], the scale problem
disastrously influents the results for many NLP tasks.
f) IM1 ░ S2 Layer: Embedding ℎ and ℎ are in the same
dimension after DR layer, the structure in Fig. 4 is therefore
directly applied, i.e. feed ℎ and ℎ and recieve
=
{ , , … , }, the calculation is shown in equation (16).

( ̂)

(17)

where is the one-hot representation of the text emotion and ̂
is the predicted emotion representation. The whole network can
be jointly trained.

( )) (13)

represent two direction. ℎ
is
normalized weights. Scalar control the scale of ℎ .

where

D. Training
Here, a pretrained BERT posted by Google which involves
110 million parameters and a pretrained ELMO posted by HITSCIR with 20 million parameters are directly applied. In order
to preserve the information for further trainings, we froze the
weight in BERT and ELMO layer and make connect a simple
feedforward network with six outputs towards emotional
degree. We calculate the cross entropy as the loss function, as it
is shown by Equation (17).

IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Preprocessing
Norwegian Review Corpus (NoReC) is presented by
University of Oslo for training and evaluating models for
document-level sentiment analysis [38]. Each document has a
metadata which describes the extraction and emotion rate.
According to the metadata, NoReC is also possible for training
sentence-level network.
NoReC. This dataset consists of over 35,000 full-text reviews.
Each review is rated with a numerical score on a scale of 1-6
for predicting positive or negative polarity for a given text. It
derives from 8 websites consisting of the comprehensive
reviews in 9 domains from 2003 to 2017 in Norway. Detailed
information of NoReC is presented in Table I.
TABLE I.

DESCRIPTION OF NOREC

Emotion

1

2

Proportion

1.2%

6.7%

Documents

3

4

5

6

18%

33%

36%

6.0%

Training

20000

Validation

1000

Testing

1000
Rest

35,189

We apply metadata and homogeneously select 22000
documents in six kinds of reviews from the dataset to make the
proportion in accordance with the original distribution because
some reviews only have seldom words. Documents are divided
into training, validation and testing datasets as 20000, 1000 and
1000 respectively. The raw dataset contains three types of
Norwegian dialects, namely, Nynorsk, Bokmål and mixed. We
uniform them by langid.py to Bokmål. According to [38], the
conversion accuracy reaches 100%.
Each sentence is then parsed into fine-grained tokens. The
statistics are depicted in Fig. 5. Abscissa record the number of
tokens in a sentence and the ordinate count of such sentence in
the whole dataset. The length of most reviews is congested
within 100 which is set to be the threshold of feature scope
preprocessed by truncation and padding in the input layer.

of correct predictions from total samples. As Accuracy and
Recall always conflict in results, they are difficult to be simply
used for model comparison. F1 is used as a harmonic average
of the Accuracy and Recall.
C. Baseline and parameters
Six types of embeddings are adopted as baselines. The
essential comparison is held by BERT and ELMO. We also
apply the ELMO-BERT Concatenation (EBC), which is
deemed as the most general combination method.
Besides, we utilize several traditional embeddings, which
are known as three primitive patterns: randomly initialized
Word2Vec, CNN and GRU model. All models have the same
fully-connection structure in the classification layer. The model
parameters and feature shapes of EFTE are shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

Fig. 5. Tokens Number in Training Dataset

B. Metrics
We evaluate the effectiveness of embedding by confusion
matrix (CM). The records in the data set are summarized in the
form of a matrix according to two criteria from the real category
and classification model.
=

(18)

Where each column represents the predicted emotion and each
row records the real belonging of the data.
and
are the
true and false proportions of prediction in positive emotion,
and
are true and false of negative prediction.

PARAMETERS IN EFTE

Layer
BERT
T1-T1
IT1-T1
ELMO

Parameters
Frozen
769*100 (Parallel)
1
Frozen

Shape
None,100,768
(None,1) *100
None, 768
None, 1024

DR
Batch
Normalization
IM1-S2

0

None, 768

1536

None, 768

1

None, 768

FC

4614

None, 6

Total

81514

-

D. Results and discussion
Each sentence has six classes ranking the attitude from
negative to positive (1 to 6). The results are analyzed with a 6*6
confusion matrix and each value from the matrix is used to

The Precision (P), recall (R), Accuracy (Acc) and F1 score
of the model corresponding to each category can be calculated
in equation as evaluation indicators (19-22).
=

(19)

=

(20)

=

(21)

1=

(22)

Where P is the probability of positive samples among all
predicted positive samples. R is the coverage of predicted
positive samples in actual positive samples. Acc is a percentage

Fig. 6. Confusion Matrix of EFTE in Classification

TABLE III.

Method

COMPARISION BY EMBEDDINGS IN CLASSIFICATION

Word2Vec

Acc
0.379

CNN

0.377

R
0.38

P
0.26

F1
0.31

0.28

0.31

GRU

0.371

0.38
0.37

0.31

0.32

ELMO

0.268

0.27

0.31

0.28

BERT

0.38
0.35

0.32

0.31

EBC

0.384
0.355

0.29

0.31

EFTE

0.379

0.38

0.36

0.36

calculate the indicators by equations (19-22). The actual
classification results are shown in Fig. 6 with 1000 testing
example by EFTE using the above parameter configuration.
The color in confusion matrix represents the quantity of
examples ranging from dark blue to bright yellow. It seems that
our algorithm cannot well discriminate the emotion in
Norwegian review. However, the intensity of emotion between
two adjacent labels are obscure and their results are only
slightly misled to the neighboring level. For example, level 3
are predicted as level 4, such error are tolerable and ineluctable
for human sentimental expression [39-40].
In such a situation, the performance of our ensemble
structure exceeds other six embeddings in general, illustrated in
Table III. Notably, Recall, Precision and F1 scores surpass
others, especially with 4% more than second best model GRU
in F1 score and 4% overtaking BERT in Precision. In terms of
Accuracy, the proposed EFTE embedding comes in the second
place.
For the time-consumption as depicted in Fig. 7, EFTE
becomes stable at the 25th epoch which is the fastest in
convergence among the four kinds of embeddings. It is
remarkable that, w.r.t. F1 score, our embedding apparently
outperforms others. It is also shown that, after the 25th epoch,
EFTE starts overfitting but still remains as the leader in F1
metrics.

In order to evaluate the inner weighting of tokens, we pass
two sentences in radical polarity to the well-trained EFTE
network and observe the output of self-attention in T1 ░ T1 layer,
which are shown in the heatmap in Fig. 8, where Fig. 8 (a)
presents example for positive review in level 6, Fig. 8 (b) shows
an instance of negative review in level 1. EFTE can
automatically highlight their emotional encoding that “toppen”
and “unødvendig” are selected in positive review and negative
review respectively.

Toppen

innen

drama

akkurat

nå

!

Top

in

drama

right

now

!

(a) Positive review in attention

Kroneksemplet

på

et

unødvendig

kulturprodukt

Typical example

on

an

unnecessary

cultural product

(b) Negative review in attention
Fig. 8. Self-Attention in T1-T1 layer

After training, we freeze all the parameters and manually
adjust the weights in two ensemble layers to observe the
accuracy in NoReC classification. Table IV shows the accuracy
in different sentence and word proportion. Table V shows the
accuracy with different ELMO and BERT weights. When we
tune one layer, the other layer keeps default training values. The
proportion of each selection layer starts from 10% to 100%.
In Tables IV and V, Acc does not show a monotonic change,
the best proportion is 90% in sentence and 10% in tokens. We
also find that EFTE shows the best accuracy at the most
percentage of BERT (70%-80%) compared to (20%-30%) in
case of ELMO. In automatic training, weights are restrained at
87% of sentence and 13% of tokens embedding and constricted

Fig. 7. Supervision in Validation by Accuracy and F1 Score
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